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Their new technolo-
gy is impressive, as it 
allows me to shape 
my shots the way I 

want to.

The Full Swing sim
is the closest thing

to being out on
the course.

The accuracy and
Reliability of the Full
Swing simulator is
unparalleled and
why I choose it for

my home.

Full Swing’s innovative 
tracking technology pro-
vides the most realistic 
and accurate simulator 

experience in golf.

The data I get from my 
Full Swing Simulator 
takes my practice to 
the next level & that 

translates directly on the 
course.

It’s great to have an 
opportunity with my 
Full Swing Simulator 
to practice while still 
being at home with 

my family.

TIGER 
WOODS

JORDAN 
SPIETH

JASON 
DAY

BRANDT 
SNEDEKER

JUSTIN 
ROSE

GARY
WOODLAND
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Full Swing’s innovative
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vides the most realistic
and accurate simulator

experience in golf.
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The Full Swing sim
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It’s great to have an 
opportunity with my 
Full Swing Simulator 
to practice while still 
being at home with 

my family.
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DUAL TRACKING TECHNOLOGY [INFRARED]

Ion 3 High Speed Camera

Infrared Light Waves

The only simulator on the market that combines 
infrared technology with high-speed cameras, 
working together to produce the most accurate 
ball flight trusted by TOUR Champions around 
the world.

In a Class of Its Own

The Hitting Surface
The largest detection area available in the industry, 
the ball is instantly located and ready to play.

High Speed Club Analysis
Measures club data as it records your club at impact, 
creating images and video to analyze after each 
swing next to club and ball data.

The Flight
As your ball crosses the two infrared light wave 
tracks, we instantly measure your ball speed, 
launch angle, and direction twice mid-flight.

The Screen
When the ball hits the screen, you instantly see the 
path of your shot, exactly as it would be outdoors. 



COMPACT
If space is an issue for you, our modular simulator booth design 
allows us to offer the most compact, premium full-feature 
simulator footprint on the market – or go all the way up to our 
widescreen models.

DURABLE
When making an investment in your club, only Full Swing provides 
you with a solid wood enclosure for your simulator, giving you the 
most stable and durable setting for all of your practice, play and 
entertaining for years to come.

TRANSFORM YOUR 
SPACE YOUR WAY

VISION

DESIGN

We will work with you to create the perfect simulator for your 
home, not just a one size fits all box but a solution that fits 
your needs and space.

Full Swing has been in business for over 30 years and has 
installed simulators in nearly every type of room configuration 
imaginable, so we’re ready for your space.

REALITY



The only simulator on the market that combines  
infrared technology with high-speed cameras, working 
together to produce the most accurate ball flight 

Projector
4:3 aspect ratio, see your game in Cinema Quality HD 
(multiple options available)

Screen
Full Swing’s Diffuser Screen quietly absorbs the energy of the ball 
and returns it at a controlled tempo for safety and convenience

Touchscreen
22” LCD Touchscreen system controller that puts changing between 
courses and games, or even taking a mulligan, at your fingertips

Computer
Our custom built, high-performance enterprise class computer, along 
with all cables and keyboard are housed inside of a sleek minimalist 
cabinet to keep your simulator clutter-free

Hitting Area
Highly durable, fairway-realistic hitting mat

Trusted by TOUR Champions
around the world. 

In the homes of Tiger Woods, Justin Rose and 
more, the Pro Series is for the player looking 
for the ultimate in accuracy and experience.

PRO
STƒNDƒRD

Enclosure
Solid wood constructed panels with black siding built for durability and 
stability. Lined with durable, static resistant and light absorbing carpet.

Standard Optimal Size Requirements
Actual Size: 12’-5”W x 10’H x 19’-6”D 
(Other sizes available in this line) 

*Freight & install charges are not included. Duties, federal, state and local 
taxes and other costs are extra. Specifications and brands subject to change.

BASE PRICE $54,900*

together to produce the most accurate ball flight 



PRO
WIDESCREEN

The only simulator on the market that combines  
infrared technology with high-speed cameras, working 
together to produce the most accurate ball flight 

Projector
16:9 aspect ratio, see your game in Cinema Quality HD 
(multiple options available)

Screen
Full Swing’s Diffuser Screen quietly absorbs the energy of the ball 
and returns it at a controlled tempo for safety and convenience

Touchscreen
22” LCD Touchscreen system controller that puts changing between 
courses and games, or even taking a mulligan, at your fingertips

Computer
Our custom built, high-performance enterprise class computer, along 
with all cables and keyboard are housed inside of a sleek minimalist 
cabinet to keep your simulator clutter-free

Hitting Area
Highly durable, fairway-realistic hitting mat

Enclosure
Solid wood constructed panels with black siding built for durability and 
stability. Lined with durable, static resistant and light absorbing carpet.

Standard Optimal Size Requirements
Actual Size: 16’-5”W x 10’H x 20’D 
(Other sizes available in this line) 

*Freight & install charges are not included. Duties, federal, state and local 
taxes and other costs are extra. Specifications and brands subject to change.

BASE PRICE $64,900*

together to produce the most accurate ball flight 

Trusted by PGA TOUR
Champions around the world. 

It doesn’t get any better than this.

Upgrade to the Pro Widescreen, immerse yourself 
even more in the game, and experience our 
patented technology on a screen 30% larger than 
our standard series.



SOFTWARE UPGRADE OPTIONS

Championship Golf Courses 
The best quality courses and environments in the industry.
Full Swing’s live motion software package is the most comprehensive and realistic  
motion graphics innovation in the golf simulation industry.

Showdown Golf
A highly stylized set of arcade style golf games.
Compete in head to head golf competitions. Take on friends and family in fun competitions.  
Take on Showdown faceoff mode. View leaderboards and stats.

MultiSport
All the sports you love on one simulator.
Bring the excitement of real sports into your home of business with incredible precision,  
real equipment and amazingly life-like gameplay.



SHOT CONTROL
Real-time ball flight data is derived from precise 
ball and club head measurements to give you 
complete control over each and every shot. Ball 
speed, spin, launch angle, carry, direction, and 
course conditions are all factors in the  real world, 
and each of these elements are precisely replicated 
by the Full Swing system. 

DETAILED GOLF ENVIRONMENTS
The top courses from around the world come to 
life with immaculate fairways, crosscut greens, 
swaying trees, water hazards, and even wildlife. 
These highly realistic courses feature options to 
control factors like green speeds, wind variables 
and weather conditions.

E6 PRACTICE RANGE
We’ve designed and built an entire area dedicated 
solely to practice, featuring driving, approach 
shots, putting, uphill, downhill, bump and run, lob, 
over trouble, and many more. Our visual feedback 
system can precisely pinpoint your weaknesses and 
strengths, while ground level grids and targets can 
help you refine your skills.

CHAMPIONSHIP COURSES
84 breathtaking and challenging golf courses 
from around the world are available, including 
Pebble Beach, Oakmont, and The Old Course at 
St.Andrews. Every tree, bunker, and patch of grass 
has been painstakingly placed, bringing out the
subtle, and not so subtle, nuances that make each 
course a unique work of art.

CONTEST CAPABILITIES
Each Full Swing simulator is equipped with Closest 
to the Pin software and Long Drive capabilities. Set 
up an individual contest, or add these features to a 
golf scramble or tournament you’re hosting in the 
simulator, complete with leader boards. 

84 championship courses, a live and fluid environment, 
multiple camera angles, real time daylight, and highly 
complex object collision models make this unquestionably 
the most life like and enjoyable indoor golfing experience 
available. 

Additional features include a completely customizable 
interactive practice facility, on-screen ball flight and club 
head data, and the ability to compete online against 
players worldwide. These graphics, combined with the 
most accurate ball tracking system in the industry, create a 
stunningly detailed golfing experience. 

You need to get in this simulator to truly see the difference.

SOFTWARE 
DETAILS



COURSE PACKAGE 1 
Barton Creek
Big Horn Mountains
Big Horn Canyons
Cog Hill
Covered Bridge
Devil’s Island - Fantasy
Dorado Beach
Emerald Dunes
Kiawah Island
Latrobe
Sea Island
The Tribute

COURSE PACKAGE 5
Bandon Dunes
Hokulia
Le Grand George
Lakeside
Owl Creek
Pacific Dunes
Panther Lake
RTJ Heartbreaker
RTJ Mindbreaker
RTJ Backbreaker
Taghazout
Wade Hampton

COURSE PACKAGE 3 
Aviara
Chateau Whistler
Frankfurter
Mauna Lani
Oakmont
Princeville
Royal Melbourne
RTJ Auburn Grand National
RTJ The Judge Capitol Hill
Stone Canyon
Thanksgiving Point
Westfields

Bethpage Black
Bountiful Ridge
Castle Pines

Firestone 
Harbour Town
Mauna Kea

Par Three Ocean - Fantasy 
Par Three Mountain - Fantasy
Gleneagles

Pinehurst #2
Torrey Pines
Troon North

Banff Springs
Bay Hill
The Belfry

PEBBLE BEACH
Pebble Beach
Spyglass Hill
Spanish Bay

COURSE PACKAGE 2
Entrada
Hapuna
Innisbrook
Kapalua Bay
Kapalua Plantation 
Kapalua Village
Pelican Hill
Phoenix CC
Pinehurst #8
Prairie Dunes 
Three Canyons - Fantasy
Valderrama

COURSE PACKAGE 4
Cabo del Sol
Gallery North
Grey Wolf
Kauri Cliffs
King & the Bear
Loch Lomond
New South Wales
Ocean Mills - Fantasy
Raven at South Mountain
RTJ Cambrian Ridge
Skeleton Coast - Fantasy
Superstition Mountain

COURSE PACKAGE 6
Holtsmark
Kuneticka Hora
Le Sorcier 
Losby
Oslo
PGA National

Resort Course Package

Standard Course Package

Also Available for Purchase

The largest library 
of championship 

golf courses.

Course Library



HOME RUN DERBY

QB CHALLENGE BASKETBALL SHOOTOUT

BOCCEFIELD GOAL KICKS

HIGH HEAT PITCHING

SPORTS PACK 1
Action packed excitement featuring America’s pastimes and fun-filled, skill testing 
games all in one great package you’re guests are guaranteed to love.



SOCCER

RUGBY

HOCKEY

CRICKET ZOMBIE DODGEBALL

LACROSSE

CARNIVAL

SPORTS PACK 2
We’ve combined some of the most popular sports on the planet into on high-energy 
package that is sure to keep sports fans entertained for hours.



A WHOLE NEW LEVEL OF GOLF COMPETITION

20 EXCITING GAMES TO CHOOSE FROM

Track progress against other players!Take on friends and family in  
head-to-head competitions!

Highly stylized graphics set in  
dynamic environments!



CONTACT

Phone 
(800) 798-9094 

 
 

Email 
sales@fullswinggolf.com 

 

Web 
 

www.fullswinggolf.com




